Omc shifter diagram

With Special Tool Part No. Discard the pinion shaft umbrella seal. Lift out the drive pulley and
remove the shift cable pucks from the slots. Note the difference in the size of the cable pucks
and the direction the core wires wrap around the pulley. Using side cutter pliers pry out the idler
pulley shaft. Discard the quad-ring. Lift out the pulley and two washers. Remove two cable
retainer screws and discard. Note the position of the retainer tab. Clean all parts except cable in
solvent and dry thoroughly. Inspect shift housing and cover for cracks, nicks or burrs,
especially on gasket faces. Inspect the bearings for corrosion or damage. Replace as required.
Inspect shift cable for cracks and frayed or kinked core wires. Shift cable core wires damaged
by fraying or severe kinking must be replaced. Continued use of shift cable with damaged core
wires may result in core wire breakage, causing operator to lose control of boat. Inspect the
pinion shaft rack teeth and splines forchips. On the underside of the cap are two tabs that
extend down. The tabs should be cut flush with the bottom of the cap to allow installation and
avoid interference with shifting. All of the parts in this assembly are vital operating parts and
must be properly installed and secured. If part replacement is necessary use only OMC parts
specifically designed for this application. Lubricate retainer with soapy water and place the
retainer on the new shift cable: When properly attached. Insure that cables are parallel and
insert into shift housing. Feed small puck and cable into idler pulley chamber. Feed other cable
into drive pulley chamber. Install retainer and new lock patch screws. Tighten screws to a
torque of ft. Place a new quad-ring on the idler pulley shaft, and lubricate with gearcase oil.
Install the pin, washer, pulley, and washer in that order. Push shaft thru pulley into the housing.
Do not drive pin removal groove below housing surface. Make sure the shift cable wire with the
small puck end runs under the idler pulley. See Figure Grease the pinion shaft bearings one on
the shaft and one in the shift housing with OMC Extreme Pressure Grease or equivalent. With
the drive pulley grooved surface facing the rack support. With the cables attached, give the
pulley a twist clockwise. Pull the cable ends and bring the pulley down into the housing. Note
the position of the uncut spline on the shaft and insert the shaft, O-ring and seal assembly into
the housing. Rotate the pinion gear until the uncut splines align with those of the drive pulley
The pulle'y' uncut splines are directly below the large puck hole. Press in on the shaft until nose
slides thru pulley and into bearing. Place a new washer onto the shaft so that washer rests
against the pinion gear. Special Tool will set bearing to the correct depth: when it seats against
housing. After installation make sure the umbrella seal lips are not folded under. Install a new
O-ring on the retainer. Push retainer into shift housing until it seats. Before installing cover,
make sure shift wires run parallel under pulleys and do not cross. Replace the cover, gasket,
four screws, and washers. Tighten screws to a torque of in. Prior to assembly to the lower
gearcase, pressure and vacuum test the shift housing assembly for leakage. This will prevent
the installation of a shift housing assembly with a bad pinion shaft seal or shift cable assembly.
To perform this test. Attach one end of the hose on the three sealing ribs halfway down the
cable, the other to a gearcase pressure tester. Pressurize the assembly to psi kPa for 5 minutes.
No drop in pressure should be realized. Next, attach a gearcase vacuum tester to the hose. Pull
vacuum to Inches of mercury for 5 minutes. No loss of vacuum should be realized. Before
installing the shift housing and cable assembly, pull the long cable out as far as it will go. See
dimension "A" in 3. With long cable fully extended, position shift housing over the shift rod and
engage rack with pinion in shift hbusing by pulling on short cable while maintaining tension on
long cable. Forward cable Will lengthen, and reverse cable will shorten durring installation. Hold
flange of shift housing as near parallel to gearcase mounting flange to provide for engaging the
correct pinion tooth. After shift housing installation on gearcase, the cable mean distance travel
must be checked as follows: 8. While rotating drive,shaft by hand, shift the unit into forward
gear by pulling on the short cable Measure "A" dimension to center of puck. Shift into reverse
gear long cable and remeasure "A" on short cable to center of puck. This can result in
ratcheting that can damage shift system components. Parts Diagrams: Select Your Engine. Year
Engine Model Go. Shift Housing Disassembly and Assembly Remove shift housing cover
screws and lockwashers. With a screwdriver pry out the pinion shaft retainer. Discard the
O-ring. Clean sealer off housing with solvent. Inspection Procedure 1. An outboard motor shifter
and throttle control is the unit that controls the amount of throttle or speed of the outboard
motor. The throttle control is a lever that can be pressed forward to increase the speed of the
boat. When the throttle level is pushed forward, it opens the engine throttle in the outboard,
which means that more air and fuel is being allowed into the combustion chamber at a higher
rate of frequency. This causes the engine to run faster, which in turn delivers more spin to the
propellers. A typical throttle control and shifter has one lever for each outboard installed. The
levers can be moved independently, so when one is pushed forward or "throttled up," the other
outboards do not "throttle up. On each throttle control there is a gear shift as well as a throttle.
Each is controlled by the same lever. The lever operates the transmission along with throttle.

When the lever for one outboard is set to the center position, the boat is out of gear. Push the
lever forward and the boat goes into gear. It engages the transmission, which relays the drive
power from the engine outboard to the propellers. The transmission will also shift from forward
to reverse, changing the direction of spin or the propellers. When you move the lever
backwards, it switches the drive mechanism to spin the propellers backwards instead of
forwards. This is how a boat is moved in reverse. On the control panel which contains the
throttle and gear levers are buttons that control the position of the outboard motors--this is
called trim. The outboards can be tilted up out of the water by hydraulics when you press the
trim buttons. These buttons power the hydraulics which raise and tilt the engines back and up
out of the water. Steve Smith has published articles on a wide range of topics including cars,
travel, lifestyle, business, golf, weddings and careers. His articles, features and news stories
have appeared in newspapers, consumer magazines and on various websites. Motor Shifter or
Trim On the control panel which contains the throttle and gear levers are buttons that control
the position of the outboard motors--this is called trim. Writer Bio Steve Smith has published
articles on a wide range of topics including cars, travel, lifestyle, business, golf, weddings and
careers. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media New resources
Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews
Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience,
please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date
browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Thread starter carbonlaced Start date Jul 9, Status Not open for further
replies. Joined Jul 7, Messages 5. Does anyone have the owners manual for this type of control,
or can someone explain to me what everything does. I understand neutral, forward and reverse.
As well as Trim up and down. What's everything else I'm new. Joined Jul 7, Messages 27, Re:
OMC Side Mount Control Manual The other lever, the one that lifts up, is for giving it some
throttle to start and warm up the motor without putting it in gear. Raise it to give it some throttle,
lower it all the way to go back to idle. It has to be all the way down before you can shift. The
gizmo with the rope lanyard is a kill switch. You clip it to your clothes or life jacket you do have
a life jacket, right , and when you fall out of the boat it kills the engine. Otherwise the boat keeps
going, leaving you there to drown. Worse yet, it goes around in a circle, coming back to run
over you to make sure you are dead. Don't laugh, it has happened MANY times. The motor won't
start or run without the lanyard attached to the switch button. The key switch is self-explanitory,
except that you push in on it while turning it to the start position. Pushing in on it operates the
choke or primer, whichever applies. They both do the same thing. On my controls under the key
switch is a knob that can turn left to right, does that do anything? Joined Jul 17, Messages
The-Machinist Petty Officer 1st Class. Joined May 4, Messages So that it wont lose throttle
position over rough water and the like. Was the previous owner a southpaw? Joined Jan 22,
Messages Re: OMC Side Mount Control Manual i have the same controlls and there mounted on
the left as well and theres also wires in it that are not hooked up one is on the other side of the
kill switch and theres two more that look like they sholud be hooked up on the same screw but
arent any idea what they are for??? Joined Nov 11, Messages 51, Tybalt Cadet. Joined Dec 19,
Messages I was needing the same info for this, and found it here. My controls are mounted
same place also oO tho the console on pontoon boat is to the right side so kinda tight spot to
mount them on right side. Although 1 question. I have nothing for my kill switch, no lanyard, no
"key" for it whatever its called, but the rubber thing BUT she starts and runs without so i am
guessing someone jimmyrigged it, unless they came with and without the use of it which i find
hard to believe as it eliminates some liability. Any suggestions? HosBos Recruit. Joined Jan 12,
Messages 1. Part-time Chief Petty Officer. Joined Jul 5, Messages James Bond might step into
an unfamiliar boat and know exactly what to do to put the motor in gear and save the beautiful
woman, but if you're unfamiliar with a particular outboard, taking a few minutes to familiarize
yourself with an outboard's controls is prudent. The first is a tiller-steering model, where you sit
at the motor and move the tiller on the motor. The second has both a shift handle and a throttle
handle. The third has one control handle for shifting gears and controlling the throttle. Grasp
the tiller in your right hand and reach around the starboard side -- the right side, as you face
forward in the boat -- of the motor. Grasp the handle you find extending from the lower part of
the motor cover, the shifter, with your left hand. Move the shifter handle toward the front of the
boat to set the gears into the "Forward" position. If you twist the throttle handle slightly, you will
begin moving forward. Move the shift handle backward until you feel the handle move over the
shift detent as it enters the "Neutral" gear position. The detent is the mechanical "bump" that
lets you know that you have moved a control out of one area into another. If you twist the
throttle handle slightly, the boat won't move but the motor speed will increase sharply. Move the

shift handle backward until you feel the handle move over another detent. The gears are now in
the "Reverse" position. If you twist the throttle handle slightly, the boat will move backwards.
Move the shift handle to neutral to start the motor. OMC controls have a "Neutral lockout" that
prevents the motor from starting while in gear. Grasp the shift handle, which is usually shorter
than the throttle handle, and push it forward. If you push the throttle handle forward, the boat
will move forward. Pull the throttle handle to the "Neutral" position, usually with the handle
straight up, and pull the shift handle past the first detent. The gears are now in "Neutral. Pull the
shift handle backward so the gears are in the "Reverse" position. Push the throttle forward and
the boat will move in reverse. Push the throttle handle forward. The boat will move forward; the
farther forward you push the handle, the fas
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ter it will go forward, because the shift and throttle functions are controlled by the same handle.
Pull the handle backward past the first detent and you are in "Neutral. Pull the throttle handle
backward past the next detent and you move the gears into "Reverse" and apply throttle. Just
as with "Forward," the farther back you pull the handle, the faster you will go backward. Will
Charpentier is a writer who specializes in boating and maritime subjects. A retired ship captain,
Charpentier holds a doctorate in applied ocean science and engineering. He is also a certified
marine technician and the author of a popular text on writing local history. Tiller Control Grasp
the tiller in your right hand and reach around the starboard side -- the right side, as you face
forward in the boat -- of the motor. Remote Control: Separate Shifter and Throttle Controls
Grasp the shift handle, which is usually shorter than the throttle handle, and push it forward.
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